Abstract-Protein structure prediction is one of the most challenging problems in computational biology and remains unsolved for many decades. In a simplified version of the problem, the task is to find a self-avoiding walk with the minimum free energy assuming a discrete lattice and a given energy matrix. Genetic algorithms currently produce the state-of-theart results for simplified protein structure prediction. However, performance of the genetic algorithms largely depends on the encodings they use in representing protein structures and the twin removal technique they use in eliminating duplicate solutions from the current population. In this paper, we present a new efficient encoding for protein structures. Our encoding is nonisomorphic in nature and results into efficient twin removal. This helps the search algorithm diversify and explore a larger area of the search space. In addition to this, we also propose an approximate matching scheme for removing near-similar solutions from the population. Our encoding algorithm is generic and applicable to any lattice type. On the standard benchmark proteins, our techniques significantly improve the state-of-the-art genetic algorithm for hydrophobic-polar (HP) energy model on face-centered-cubic (FCC) lattice.
I. INTRODUCTION
Protein structure prediction is one of the most challenging problems in computational biology and remains unsolved for many decades. In a simplified version of the problem, the task is to find a self-avoiding walk with the minimum free energy assuming a discrete lattice and a contact-based energy matrix are given. Genetic algorithms have been successfully used in protein structure prediction and currently produce the state-of-the-art results for the simplified versions. Genetic algorithms [1] are inspired from natural evolution. Population based search algorithms like genetic algorithms depend largely on the success of crossover and mutation over the generations. Diversity in the population of a genetic algorithm is a key issue to address. It has been observed that after a number of generations, diversity is largely affected by the presence of similar or near-similar individuals in the population. Twin removal [2] offers a solution to the problem by removing similar individuals from the population whenever the search gets stuck in a local minima. However, this scheme was incorporated in [3] to remove twins in each generation of the population while generating the individuals. Its important to note that such removal requires a matching scheme.
To find similar individuals in a generation, a representation method is required. In the context of protein structure prediction, the co-ordinates of the amino-acid monomers represent protein structures. However, translational effects in the coordinates make it impossible to match two such structures and hence twin removal is not effective. Absolute encoding that uses the absolute vectors between the three-dimensional points are found in the literature quite abundantly [4] - [7] . A problem with the absolute encoding is that it can not handle the rotational symmetries. Relative encoding [8] is able to handle the problem of rotational symmetry and is used in [3] . This relative encoding requires expensive matrix multiplications each time an absolute vector is transformed into a relative vector. In this paper, we present a new efficient encoding algorithm that represents the vectors as absolute encoding, and handles rotational and transformational symmetry during similarity matching. Our encoding is non-isomorphic and generic to any type of lattice and effective in twin removal and creating necessary diversity. Moreover, we propose an approximate matching scheme for the individuals, where an individual is discarded or removed from the population of a genetic algorithm even if the similarity is not 100%. We apply our techniques within the genetic algorithm framework GA + [3] . In face centered cubic (FCC) lattice and hydrophobic-polar (HP) energy model, our techniques significantly improve over the existing twin removal methods and improve over the stateof-the-art results on standard benchmark proteins.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II describes the protein structure prediction problem; Section III reviews the related work; Section IV describes the genetic algorithm framework used; Section V reviews existing protein structure encoding schemes; Section VI describes our approach in detail; Section VII discusses and analyzes the experimental results; and finally, Section VIII presents our conclusions and outlines our future work.
II. PROTEIN STRUCTURE PREDICTION
Proteins are involved in almost every process within a living cell including including carrying oxygen (by hemoglobin), signaling cells (by insulin), fighting infection (by antibodies) and performing metabolism (by enzymes). Proper functioning of a protein depdends on the three dimensional native structure that it folds into. Mis-folded proteins are often cause of critical diseases like Alzheimer's disease, Cystic fibrosis, and Mad Cow disease. Knowledge about the native structures of the proteins can lead to understanding of the basics of life and discovery of rational drugs for the related diseases. Since Anfinsen's famous thermodynamic hypothesis [9] , it has been believed that every protein has a unique and stable native three dimensional (3D) structure. However, due to complex and dynamic nature of the folding process, and the unknown contributing factors of the energy function, protein structure prediction (PSP) has been one of the most challenging problems in biology. In vitro laboratory methods like X-ray crystallography and Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) spectroscopy are much slow and expensive [10] . These issues have attracted researchers from other fields [11] - [14] to approach the problem using their own techniques.
In absence of any known templates for the proteins, computational methods like homology modeling and protein threading are not applicable. Ab initio methods start from scratch and perform a search on the conformational space of structures. High resolution models require all atomic details and are not computationally preferable. Moreover, the contributing factors of different forces of the energy function are unknown and the space of the conformations is very large and complex. Simplified models, though lack many details, provide realistic backbone for the proteins. The candidate structures produced using simplified models could be refined later by adding side chains to achieve the real structures [15] .
Proteins are polymers or sequences of amino-acid monomers. In a simplified model, all monomers have an equal size and all bonds are of an equal length. Each amino acid monomer is represented by a single point and its position is restricted to a three dimensional lattice. A simplified energy function is used to calculate the energy of a conformation. The given amino acid sequence fits into a fixed lattice, where every two consecutive monomers in the sequence are also neighbor on the lattice (called the chain constraint) and two monomers can not occupy the same lattice point (called the self avoiding constraint).
A. Lattice
A lattice L is a discretization of the continuum of real space where all lattice points are generated by some basis vectors v 1 , · · · v k . Two lattice points p, q ∈ L are said to be in contact or neighbors of each other, if q = p + v i for some vector v i in the basis of L. Protein conformations are represented by a sequence of basis vectors (absolute encodings [4] ), or by the relative vectors that are relative to the previous basis vectors in the sequence (relative encodings [8] ). Different lattices have been considered in the literature (for example, see Fig. 1 ). The Face Centered Cubic (FCC) lattice is preferred to cubic lattice due to the parity problem [16] . Moreover, the FCC lattice provides (i) the densest packing [17] for spheres of equal size, and (i) the highest degree of freedom for placing an amino acid monomer. Thus, it can provide a realistic discrete mapping for proteins. The FCC lattice is generated by the following basis vectors: 
B. Energy Model
Lau and Dill [11] proposed a simplified HydrophobicPolar (HP) energy model. In this model, all the amino acids are divided into two groups: hydrophobic H (Gly, Ala, Pro, Val, Leu, Ile, Met, Phe, Tyr, Trp); and hydrophilic or polar P (Ser, Thr, Cys, Asn, Gln, Lys, His, Arg, Asp, Glu). The given amino acid sequence of a protein is represented as a string s of the alphabet {H, P }. The free energy calculation for the HP model, shown in (1) counts only the energy interactions between two non-consecutive amino acid monomers.
Here, c ij = 1 only if two monomers i and j are neighbors (or in contact) on the lattice and 0 otherwise. The other term, e ij is calculated depending on the type of amino acids: e ij = -1 if s i = s j = H and 0 otherwise. Minimizing the summation in (1) is equivalent to maximizing the number of non-consecutive H-H contacts. HP energy matrix is shown in Table I . There are other simplified energy models in the literature, e.g. variants of HP-model [18] , and MJ matrix model [19] .
Using the HP energy model together with the FCC lattice, the simplified PSP problem is defined as: given a sequence s of length n, find a self avoiding walk p 1 · · · p n on the lattice that minimizes the energy defined by (1).
H P H -1 0 P 0 0 [11] III. RELATED WORK Protein structure prediction is a hard combinatorial problem even in the simplified forms with square lattice [20] and cubic lattice [21] . There have been attempts by the mathematicians to prove the upper bounds of the variants of the problem [14] . Due to the complexity, several techniques and their hybridizations have been applied to solve the problem. Simulated annealing [12] , [22] has been applied to solve the problem due to the similarity with the thermodynamic process of protein folding. Genetic algorithms were first applied to solve this problem by Unger and Moult [4] , [5] . The basic genetic algorithm was subsequently improved by many researchers [6] , [7] , [23] . Constraint programming and constraint based methods are used by many researchers [24] - [26] . Lesh et al. [27] provided a novel set of transformations called pull moves extendible to any lattice. Both Lesh et al. [27] and Blazewicz et al. [28] implemented tabu search meta-heuristics independent of each other.
Hybrid techniques that combine the power of different strategies provided better results. Ullah et al. [29] combined local search and constraint programming approaches. Jiang et al. [30] combined tabu search strategy (GTS) with genetic algorithms in the two-dimensional HP Model. Cebrian et al. [31] used tabu search to find 3D structures of Harvard instances [32] on FCC lattices for the first time. In their subsequent work, Dotu et al. [33] , [34] applied Large Neighborhood Search (LNS) to further optimize the results found in [31] . Shatabda et al. [35] proposed a memory based approach on top of the algorithm proposed by Dotu et al. [34] and improved the results on the FCC lattice and HP energy model. These results were further improved in a subsequent work [36] . Other methods (such as Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) [37] , and Extremal Optimization [38] ) are also found in the literature. The stateof-the-art genetic algorithm is proposed in [3] .
Several encodings and representation of the protein structures are found in the literature of protein structure prediction. Cartesian co-ordinates were used in [31] , [33] , [34] . Absolute encodings were in use along with genetic algorithms in [4] , [5] , [39] . Many researchers have also used relative encodings [3] , [35] . Two other non-isomorphic encodings are also found to be used [36] , [40] .
IV. GA
+ : A GENETIC ALGORITHM FRAMEWORK
In this section we give a brief description of the genetic algorithm framework, GA + proposed in [3] . GA + is an enhanced genetic algorithm for simplified PSP problem. It uses HP energy model and FCC lattice. The pseudocode of GA + is presented in Algorithm 1. It uses an exhaustive generation approach to diversify the search, a hydrophobic core-directed macro move to intensify the search, and a random-walk algorithm to recover from stagnation. Along with exhaustiveness, macro-move and random-walk, the primitive operators that are implemented in GA + are : single-point crossover, rotation mutation, diagonal move, pull moves, and tilt moves. Detail of the methods of this framework can be found in [3] .
V. EXISTING ENCODING METHODS
Several methods of encoding and representation are found in the literature of protein structure prediction problem. We give a brief description of those methods below.
1) Cartesian Co-ordinates::
Each amino acid is independently represented as a point in the Cartesian coordinate. This representation is simple, but it is difficult to handle rotational and translational symmetry using this representation. Moreover, primitive operations like mutation and crossovers becomes computationally expensive. However many local search methods use them because of simplicity. 2) Absolute Encoding:: The absolute vectors between coordinates are stored internally to represent protein structures. Local search methods and genetic algorithms use this representation. The encoding and decoding is fast. It assigns a unique symbol for each of the basis vectors needed for a particular type of lattice. For example, in cubic lattice it has six and in FCC lattice it has twelve symbols. However absolute encodings can not handle rotational symmetries. Hence they are not favored when used with twin removal techniques.
3) Relative Encoding:: Relative encoding can solve the rotational symmetry problem of absolute encoding. Rather than directly using the absolute vectors between two coordinate points, in relative encoding every absolute vector is transformed into an absolute vector using the transformation to the base absolute vector. For each of the absolute vectors in a structure are thus transformed into base absolute vectors using matrix multiplication with the updated base matrix. At each step it requires two matrix multiplication operations. This is computationally expensive compared to other encodings but successfully used since it is more efficient in reducing search space [6] and rotational symmetry. Detail of the implementation of relative encoding can be found in [8] .
Among other representation torsional angles are used directly in high resolution methods along with Cartesian coordinates. Distance matrices, contact maps and polymer graphs are also found to be used in the literature [41] .
VI. OUR METHOD
In this section, we describe our method of representing the protein structures and the matching scheme for twin removal and diversification by removing approximately similar structures.
A. Representation
Protein structures are represented using the absolute vectors. There are six different absolute vectors for cubic lattice and twelve different vectors for FCC lattice. These vectors are found from the co-ordinates assigned to the amino-acid monomers. Two structures in cubic lattice are given in Figure  2 . Corresponding absolute vectors are also given in Table II . The vectors in FCC lattice are also encoded and decoded in a similar way.
B. Matching
The matching part for absolute encodings are very simple in literature. They simply match the encoded string using string matching algorithms. However, we notice this is not suitable for effective twin removal. If we compare two encoded structures in Figure 2 using string matching we see that, "DRFR" and "ULFL" are very different from each other. Traditional matching in genetic algorithms can not detect from the encodings that these two structures are actually identical only different by some rotation. These kinds of encoding are called iso-morphic encodings, since they can not detect the rotational symmetry. Relative encodings [8] offer a solution for the problem. But they require expensive matrix multiplication operations each time of decoding or encoding a symbol. Details of the method is given in [8] . However a non-isomorphic encoding for cubic lattices are given in [40] where angle computations are needed and their algorithm does not take into account the different senses of the vectors. They also use string matching for comparison between structures. We propose a novel matching scheme for absolute encodings that ensures the non-isomorphic property and does not require expensive computation. Our encoding starts with empty mapping of the vector positions. Whenever we encounter an absolute vector from one structure, we try to match the non-zero positions with the absolute vector of the another structure. The sign is also assigned. In a particular absolute vector, only a few positions are non-zero. For cubic lattices we find only 1 non-zero position. So the partial mapping starts with that position only. The sign changes are also taken into account. In Figure 3 we see that, there is a match between non-zero position x of v 1 with the non-zero position z of v 2 . Therefore, mapping for this x becomes −z since the sign is reversed. With this partial mapping the partial matching continues. The full map is found as soon as non-zero are found in other positions in consecutive absolute vectors.
In case of FCC lattice there are two non-zero positions. In Figure 3 we find that, there is a match of position x and z of vector v 1 with the positions x and y from vector v 2 . Since there are two matches there will to two partial maps. We also note that, in case of FCC lattice, the matching position for y is also found since there is only one single zero position in both of the vectors. But the sign for this mapping is not decided yet. Matching with partial map will continue until the full map is found. Pseudo-code for mapping two vectors is given in Algorithm 4. Whenever there is a mismatch in the vectors, a mismatch counter is increased. We say two structures are different and no match was found if this mismatch counter is greater than a certain proximity, p. For 100% similarity matching or twin removal the proximity should be set to zero. The automaton for matching of absolute vectors are given in Figure 4 . Using this matching algorithm it is possible now to detect that the two structures in Figure 2 are identical. In the first vector we find a mapping [−z] for z. Then in the second vector, we get mapping [−y] for y. In the third vector, we get [+x] for x. At this stage we get the full mapping. Now for the fourth vector we get, (0, 1, 0), using our mapping we get, (0, −1, 0) which is identical to the fourth vector of structure 2. Here the matching ends and and since no mismatch was found, our algorithm will return true. Pseudo-code for matchin is given in Algorithm 5. This matching algorithm runs in O(n) time where n is the length of the protein sequence. 
C. Implementation
We used the source code of GA + implementation in [3] . The program in written in Java. GA + used relative encoding to represent the structures and string matching for similarity comparison. We altered the encoding, decoding and matching algorithms in GA + . The matching algorithm has a proximity parameter p which is set to the amount of mismatch for a particular percentage of mapping. The effect of this approximate matching is also discussed in Section VII.
VII. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We ran experiments on the NICTA (www.nicta.com.au) cluster machine with a maximum limit on time. The cluster has a number of machines each equipped with 2 quad-core CPUs (Intel Xeon @2.0GHz, 6MB L2 Cache) and 16GB RAM (2GB per core), running Rocks OS (a Linux variant for cluster). For each of the protein sequences we performed 20 runs and each run was set to finish after 5 hours. We incorporated our encoding and approximate matching scheme within the GA + framework [3] . We kept all other parameters of the algorithm the same except encoding, decoding and matching scheme. Three sets of results are presented in Table III with three different encodings: absolute encoding, relative encoding and our encoding. Note that, the results with relative encoding represents previous state-of-the-art results. We have selected two sets of benchmarks for our experiments.
A. Benchmark Set-I
The first benchmark set that we used is taken from Sebastian Will's PhD thesis [42] and publicly available in the website of Peter Clote Laboratory 1 . These are the R sequences and F 180 sequences of length 200 and 180 respectively. The best and average energy levels achieved are reported in the upper part of Table III . Optimal lower bounds of native energy level for each of the proteins are also reported in the column 'E l '.
B. Benchmark Set-II
We also use a second set of benchmarks originally used in [35] which are derived from the famous Critical Assessment of Techniques for Protein Structure Prediction (CASP) competition 2 . Six proteins were randomly chosen from the target list that are around the length of 230 ± 50. These sequences were then converted to HP sequences depending on the nature of the amino-acids in the sequences. Results for these six proteins are also reported in Table III (lower part) . The PDB id for each of these proteins is also given and the parameter settings for these six proteins were kept the same.
C. Result Analysis
The bold faced values in Table III are the best values found for each of the proteins. It is clearly evident that for all the proteins our algorithm achieves average energy levels no worse than other encodings and hence improves over the state-of-theart results. Moreover, in most of the cases our algorithm is able to find best solutions compared to other encodings.
D. Relative Improvement
We report the relative achievement of our approach measured in terms of the difference with optimal bound of the energy level in the "RI" column of Table IV : Average number of solutions generated (in millions) and twins discarded (in millions) by our encoding, absolute encoding and relative encoding [8] , each protein was given 20 runs, each with 5 hours time limit.
optimal. Similar measurements are also used in [35] . Relative improvement (R.I.) is defined as below:
where E o is the average energy level achieved by our approach, E r is the average energy level achieved by the other approach, and E l is the optimal lower bound of the energy level. The missing values indicate the absence of any lower bound for the corresponding protein sequence. Relative improvement for absolute encodings ranges from 4% to 29%. Only for one protein 3no7 the average of energy level achieved are equal. In case of Relative Encoding [8] , relative improvement ranges from 2% to 26% except that there are two cases where average energy level achieved by both encodings are same. We clearly see that our algorithm produces structures that significantly improves over other encodings and state-of-the-art method in terms of average energy level achieved.
E. Effective Twin Removal
In Table IV we report the average total number of solutions generated by GA + algorithm with our encoding, absolute encoding and relative encoding [8] . We also report average number of twins discarded and the percentage of that to the total number for each of the encodings. The best percentage values are shown in bold faced fonts. From the values reported in column 'twins' we see that for each of the proteins our encoding discards more twins in number than the relative encoding. Successful twin removal effects in the search process by creating necessary diversification and the improvement in the result is evident for that. Moreover, we observe that for each of the proteins number of solutions generated is larger for our encoding. It is an indication of the efficiency in computation and matching and also shows that GA + traverses a greater search space using our encoding compared to relative encoding, given the same time span. In case of absolute encoding, its faster because of the string matching and supposed to generate and discard more twins. However, it can not solve the problem with rotational symmetry. The asterix marked values are cases where absolute encoding was able to find more twins in terms of percentage to the total number of solutions generated. However, the twins it discards are only translational isomorphic.
F. Effect of Approximate Matching
We ran the same experiments by varying our matching proximity measure. In case of twin removal, generally two structures are considered to be same if they are 100% similar. Using our encoding, we varied this proximity measure by 80% and 60%. It resulted in an increase in discarded solution which is very natural and also improved the performance of search. In Figure 5 , we show the average improvement, ∆E of approximate matchings over the 100% matching for twin removal. In all the proteins the approximate matchings were able to improve over the 100% matchings. 
G. Search Progress
To observe the effect of our encoding on the search we plot the average energy level achieved by GA + with all three encodings over five hours for protein R1 in Figure 6 . Notice that, from the beginning there is a fall in the energy in our technique and it continues to improve, while the behavior of other two encodings are almost similar.
VIII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have presented a new efficient encoding for protein structures. Our encoding is non-isomorphic in nature and results in better twin removal. We also propose an approximate matching scheme for twin removal which enables near-similar solutions to be discarded from the population of genetic algorithms. Our technique is found to improve the state-of-the-art method on standard benchmark proteins. In future, we wish to apply such encodings to other constrained problems where genetic algorithms are applied and search space can be reduced by such matching techniques. We also wish to apply this technique to other local search algorithms and apply memory to genetic algorithms along with the encoding to see the effects on simplified protein structure prediction problem.
